
basis + Habits

 

Victor Jennings

 
"California Griezmann"

Age:1 3
Weight: 112
Height: 5 Ft
Position:  CM/C10

Headers:100%
Chest: 100%
Thighs: 100%
Inside foot: 97%
Juggle: 100%
Rhythm - Inside: 100%
Rhythm  - Outside: 100%
Usain's: 100%
Defensive: 100%
Combine (+Stretch): 100%
This summer meeting Victor was a 
great experience. Normally, training 
requires moments and the main one 
is to know the fundamentals, in these 
Victor has great abilities, Mr. 
Griezmann always requires practicing 
them, never leaving them aside.

Awareness + Positioning

 Short/Possesion: 91%
Deep gap: 90%
Back/Counter: 90%
Receive from back
/turn-space gap: 93%
Unmarked and round: 94%
Att+Turn: Shoot (Grd): 88%
Awareness and control: 91%
Reset/Ask: 93%
Hold and (dribbling up/down): 98%
Xavi:Turn/Change (L/R): 100%
Habit: Faked position: 100%
Awareness from assistance: 92%
Mr. California Griezmann is always 
attentive, his awareness and 
positioning are good but they can be 
much better. Go v! The ball is our 
friend, we use it, the rest runs after 
it...

Footwork. Crossing.
Holding

Weight on: 97%
Hula-go: 95%
Roll it: In (out): 97%
Pogba + Cruyft
(Pogba+taco: L/R): 98%
Maradona (180 Spin): 97%
Horizontal open band (L/R): 88%
Vertical open band
(L/R); Bw-Fw: 88%
Receive from back & pass: 92%
Victor has good footwork, his hit is 
good (and he can always be better!) 
Therefore his crossing has power but 
he must work on location. Also Mr. 
California Griezmann, using the 
holding is much more efficient when 
you use it, so... use it!

1 v 1 (Disputing). Finishing

Quick decision making: 92%
Quick turns: 88%
Patience: 98%
Cut + shoot: 96%
Close shoot: 91%
Closing angle: 100%
A good midfielder is complete, and 
that is what California Griezmann has 
worked for. Defensive solidity, and 
know how to finish the plays. V has 
good shots and now, the idea is that 
he improves in making decisions to 
make them inside the zone or outside 
of it.

IQ

Vision: 100%
V has a great vision of the game. He 
looks around. Looks like he would 
have a great condition to manage the 
rhythm of the game.

VALUES

Readiness: 100%
I found a multitasking kid with good 
conditions for the midfield. He is 
always respectful, honest, and he has 
potential to help in other roles to 
contribute to any team, and to enjoy 
the game, that is certainly readiness. 
Can California Griezmann do more? 
Definitely!

Control. Speed

 Group round (Hd/Ins): 100%
Group round (Chs/Ins): 100%
Dribbling Up (L/R). Time: 100%
Rolling in (L/R): 100%
Rolling out (L/R): 100%
Addressed control: 90%
Combine rolling: 100%
Cones: 100%
Cones (LtR): 100%
Rest/acceleration: 94%
I look forward to how Mr. California 
Griezmann will perform after these 
difficult times. His control and speed 
are very good and now his challenge 
will be knowing how to dose them and 
use them properly when he has a 
game.

Speed. wB. Strength

 Inside: 97%
Outside: 96%
Combine: 98%
Turn: 88%
Stop-n-go. Free wP: 96%
Dribbling up outside (L/R): 98%
Dribbling up inside (L/R): 95%
Explosion (L/R): 100%
Attack-n-cut: 100%
Dice 5 - Explosion (30): 95%
Circuit 5 X 5: 93%
Ball speed and the use of the strength 
are skills that V performs 
appropriately, but the use and 
practice will make his performance 
constant if he continues with that 
practice rhythm.

Endurance. Agility/
Periodization (Fr). 

 Stop/pB: 91%
Rebels exit: 90%
Strike : turn (in/out): 91%
Attack the bounce: 93%
Hold-n-go (wtO.B): 91%
Wall/Shoot: 90%
Wall/Reaction: 91%
Turn-n-advance: 93%
His endurance and agility are very 
good, Griezmann has a highly 
developed athletic memory. 
Periodization is a technical concept 
that suggests adapting contexts and 
controlling them, it is a skill that he 
will handle if he remains constant.

Temporization +
Vision (BttS)

 Stop, back, backward-go: 93%
Adriano (Stop/Hold-n-go): 90%
Unmarked
(L/R seek space). Stk: 98%
Catenaccio (Hold back
+ support)tm: 91%
Wall (Assist): 95%
Wall/Counter (Assist): 100%
Play between the lines: 94%
Reception from turn: 96%
Hold-n-go (Dribbling): 93%
Temporization is a concept that 
allows planning from the defense and 
there is no great attack without 
knowing how to control the game, the 
part that nobody wants to do. This is 
new for V, his performance is 
appropriate but without a doubt, the 
difference makes him known and 
used this concept particularly for his 
ability to see the game. Vision is 
achieved between timing and 
patience.

California
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